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Abstract 

Complex sentence tokens differ as to whether and how one clause is relevant to 
the temporal interpretation of the other. The purpose of this paper is to 
demonstrate such differences between complex sentences (tokens and types). In 
1. some basic notions are discussed; it is argued that the Reichenbachian time of 
reference comprises at least three different notions, and that the main function 
of fmite tenses is to set the temporal frame of the episode described in the 
sentence/clause, in cooperation with frame adverbials, whereas the temporal ordering 
between th at episode and some other specific episode or time ('reference time') 
is expressed or simply inferred by other means. 2. is concerned with the relations 
between temporal claus es and their matrix clauses. The following sections discuss 
the 'anchoring' possibilities for non-temporal subordinate claus es and their matrix 
clauses .... 

1. Some basic concepts 

I assume that processing or understanding a sentence or text includes building up 
a picture or representation of the temporal relations between the episodes described 
and/or their approximate location on the time axis. I use the term 'episode' in
discriminately for events - accomplishments and achievements -, i.e. bounded 
episodes, and states or activities, i.e. unbounded episodes.! That is, for each sen
tence in a dis course, the episode(s) it describes will have to be located as lying 
partly or totally within a specified time interval or at least as standing in aspecific 
temporal relation to some other episode. And following Rohrer (1986) among others, 
I assume that in order to describe how this is done, the Reichenbachian point of 
reference (Reiehenbach 1947) has to be split up into at least three different notions. 

1.1. Frame of reference and finite tenses 

First, there is what I shall call the (temporal) frame of reference of a sentence 
(or text) , i.e. a specific time interval that completely or partly includes the 
episode(s) described in the sentence (text). The frame of reference, which cor
responds roughly to Rohrer's temporallocation point (Rohrer 1986: 85) and Bäuerle's 
(1979) 'Betrachtzeit' ('time looked upon'), is specified by the tenses in cooperation 
with temporal frame adverbials like yesterday, next year, 1988. But adverbials differ 
considerably in the ways they 'piek out' the intervals referred to:2 they may refer 
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absolutely as 1988 or relative to a contextual parameter, i.e. deictically (rather: 
indexically) or anaphorically as in yesterday and a year later, they may define a 
lower and/or an upper bound rather accurately as in the above mentioned examples 
or leave one or the other more or less open as in after 1988 and before 1988; in 
the latter case, the semantically missing time 'ante quem' or 'post quem' may be 
pragmatically inferred from the context. The frame of reference may even be very 
vaguely defmed as by adverbials like soon or a moment ago. At any rate, however, 
the frame of reference must be a proper subinterval of the whole time line -
otherwise it would not function as a means to locate the described episode tem
porally. 

Thus the past tense relatively to the speech time restricts the possible frames 
of reference to intervals falling within the 'past', i.e. the time lying distally before 
the speech time3• For pragmatic reasons, the actual frame of reference will normally 
have to be explicitly specified by an adverbia!, unless there are other contextual 
clues to narrow down the very broad, general frame of reference licensed by the 
tense, viz. the 'whoie' past. 

And relative to the speech time the future tense specifies the time interval 
beginning with the speech time as a general frame of reference, i.e. the interval 
of which the actual frame of reference must be a subinterval. This again will either 
be a distal subinterval specified in the context ('definite future'); or it is understood 
as a nondistal subinterval of an appropriate length with respect to the episode(s) 
it is taken to contain ('indefinite future'); cf. Anna wird morgen ankommen 'Anna 
will arrive tomorrow' vs. Es wird regnen 'It willIis going to rain'. 

In my opinion however, the present tense does not define a frame of its own 
or restrict the possible frames of reference - at least not in the same sense as 
the other tenses . But it may in contradistinction to the other tenses use the speech 
event itself as a kind of default reference point around which the episode described 
must be located if it is not located with respect to a frame or some other reference 
point specified in the context of utterance.4 

1.2. Time of evaluation 

Secondly, we have the reference point understood as an evaluation point, i.e. a 
given time which is taken as a kind of starting point in order to compute the time 
referred to by a contextrelative temporal expression (tense or time adverbial). Thus 
understood, a reference point is semantically demanded by the temporal expression 
itself - it is an index, an argument cf functions from time intervals to time in
tervals: in order to know which part of the time axis is referred to by a certain 
occurrence of the past or future tense, we have to use the speech time as a starting 
point. And in order to compute the frame established by e.g. the adverbials soeben 
'just' and om nächsten Tag 'the next day' we have to get a specific time from 
which to count backward and forward, respectively. Depending on the nature of 
the expression to be evaluated, the evaluation point may be identified as the speech 
time (cf. yesterday), as an interval referred to by a time adverbial or as the time 
of an event described in the context; thus, the adverbial two weeks later in (la) 
may be evaluated with respect to the time referred to by the adverbial on May 
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2ith, whereas a moment later in (lb) takes the event time of the preceding sentence 
as its evaluation time. 

(la) Anna left for Rome on May 2ith. Two weeks later, she was back in 
Amsterdam again. 

(lb) Anna left the room and came back again a moment later. 

1.3. Inferred reference time vs. time of evaluation 

Thirdly, there is the inferred point of reference, that is the point of reference 
understood as the time of an episode introduced explicitly in the context or given 
in the situation which the episode described in the sentence is taken to overlap 
or dosely follow, depending on the exact nature of the episodes involved, i.e. their 
boundedness or unboundedness, among other things. (For this rather vaguely defined 
relation I use the term overlap·; see below.) As I see it, reference points of this 
kind normally are not semantically demanded like the evaluation time of context
relative temporal expressions, but rather pragmatically inferred; the reference point 
in this case is not the argument of a function from time intervals to time intervals, 
but argument of aspecific relation between episodes, the other argument being 
the episode described in the sentence itself. The difference becomes dear in so 
called extended flashbacks, as noticed by Kamp & Rohrer (1983) and Rohrer (1986): 

(2) John reached the top about noon. He had got up at half past five, had 
prepared his lunch, had set off and had passed the base camp before seven 
o'dock. 

The non-finite perfect tense, i.e. the tense expressed by the periphrastic construction 
have + past participle, may be viewed as a contextrelative temporal expression, 
as a kind of relative (nondistal) past, which specifies an interval ending with some 
given time as a frame containing the episode(s) described.s Altematively, following 
Löbner (1988) and Herweg (1989), constructions in the perfect may be viewed as 
denoting a specific kind of relative state - the state resulting from the event 
denoted by the main verb - which must be located around a reference point. In 
the most trivial case, it is the state holding at any time t for which it is true 
that a main verb episode occurred before t. In the following, I shall refer to such 
states by the term 'perfect state'. In (2), then, the episode time of the fust sentence 
dearly serves as the demanded reference point in the sense of 1.2., i.e. as the 
evaluation time of the past perfect sentences/verb phrases. On the other hand, 
the events described in these sentences/verb phrases are understood as temporally 
ordered in a way corresponding to their linear ordering, i.e. the event time of each 
of the verb phrases had got up ... , had prepared ... , had set of! and had passed ... 
serves as an inferred reference point of the following senten ce, in the second sense 
of this term. 

Rohrer (1986) and Kamp & Rohrer (1983) accordingly distinguished 'reference 
point' in this second sense from 'temporal perspective point' - the time from which 
the episodes are 'seen'. But as I am not quite comfortable with their temporal 
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perspective point, I shall continue to speak of a reference point in both cases, 
when necessary specifying the exact nature of the reference point. 

1.4. Temporal anchoring 

As for the term anchoring, I shall say that a sentence or dause (S2) is temporally 
anchored in some other sentence/dause (St) in the same text if an episode described 
in the the latter (St) serves as a reference point for an episode described or a 
temporal expression contained in the former (Sv. Depending on the kind of 'thing' 
being anchored, one may distinguish between tense, adverbial and episode anchoring. 
And it follows from the inherent ambiguity of the notion 'reference point' that 
double or even multiple anchoring can occur. The third sentence/verb phrase of 
(2), for instance, uses the speech time for the interpretation of the tinite past 
tense, thus establishing the 'past' as the general frame of reference; it is anchored 
in the fust sentence for the interpretation of the non-tinite perfect tense (whether 
the episode time or the frame of reference of the fust sentence is taken as eval
uation point of the perfect), thus placing the described episode, the preparation 
of lunch, before John's reaching the top (at noon); and it is episode anchored in 
the immediately preceding sentence inasmuch as the preparation of lunch must be 
taken to overlap· (here: dosely follow) John's getting up. 

It should be stressed that two sentences or dauses may be temporally linked 
together - temporally connected - without one being anchored in the other. This 
is the case if the specific temporal frame of one sentence is a proper part of the 
frame of the other or if they share the same frame without there being specified 
or inferred any ordering relation between the episodes in question. 

Por instance, the four dauses in (3) are temporally linked together by a 
common frame of reference, but no one is anchored in any other. 

(3) Last year, Ann and Pete married, Doris and Hans divorced, I got a new job, 
and in April we went to Amsterdam. 

1.5. Overlapping· 

The relation overlap· introduced above (1.3.) may be defined as fol!ows: 

(4) An episode ~ overlaps· another episode et iff ~ temporally overlaps or 
dosely follows et.6 

It should be noted that for unbounded episodes, the relations overlap and overlap· 
are coextensive, i.e. '~ overlaps et' and '~ overlaps· ~' are equivalent expressions, 
for obvious reasons: In order for ~ to be located after et without overlapping 
it, ~ must have a detinite beginning and el a detinite end; that is, both must 
be conceived of as bounded - initially and finally, respectively -, i.e. as events. 
Conversely, let us assume that the episode of an imperfective sentence 7 in a certain 
context for some reason must be taken to succeed its reference time without over-
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lapping it; in that case the sentence in question necessarily takes on a perfective 
(inchoative) meaning, describing an episode bounded to the left, i.e. with a starting 
point. This is the case in the example discussed by Hinrichs (1986) and Partee (1984): 

(5) Jameson entered the room, shut the door carefully, and switched off the 
light. It was pitch dark around him, because the Venetian blinds were closed. 

Both clauses in the second sentence are inherently imperfective, but whereas the 
episode 'the Venetian blinds be closed' may very weIl overlap or even include the 
reference point introduced by the event 'switch off the light', this event clearly 
marks the beginning of the episode 'it be pitch dark around him', thus turning 
it into a (left) bounded episode. If on the other hand a perfective sentence S2 
is episode-anchored in another perfective sentence Slo as illustrated by the clauses 
in the flrst sentence of (5), the episodes (events) described will normally be taken 
to succeed each other closely rather than overlap, unless ~ is a subevent of el.8 

In any case, however, the conditions of the overlapping· relation are fulfilled. 
As for the notion of close precedence/succession involved in the deflnition 

of overlap·, it should be interpreted rather pragmatically, like e.g. the meaning 
of the time adverb then. But the relation must be taken to hold in at least the 
following two cases: 

(6a) ~ follows el closely if (the end-point of) el marks the beginning of ~, 
i.e. if ~ is bound to the left by el> as illustrated in the second sentence 
of (5); cf. Fig. 1. 

(6b) ~ follows el closely if ~ is an event and el completely precedes ~, but 
overlaps an episode e' which is bounded to the right by ~ and constitutes 
a kind of natural forerunner or necessary precondition for ~ - if not simply 
a phase of ~ itself. 

According to (4) and (6b) the event denoted by the present tense utterance Anna 
und Peter heiraten 'Anna and Peter marry/are going to marry' may be said to 
overlap· the speech time although Anna and Peter are not getting married at that 
time. The present tense is weIl motivated only if at speech time, Anna and Peter 
have already decided to marry; and having decided to marry is a characteristic 
state anterior to the act of marrying; cf. Fig. 1. 

Figure 1. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

--I 

'switch off the light' 
'it be pitch dark' 

speech event 
'having decided to marry' 
'marry' 
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1.6. Anchoring possibilities in complex senten ces: overview 

Complex sentences may be dassified as to whether and how one dause is relevant 
to the temporal interpretation of the other, i.e. according to the linking and an
choring relations between the constituent dauses. (I use the term 'constituent dause' 
as a cover-term for matrix or main and subordinate dause.) Confining ourselves 
to the anchoring relations, there are the following logical possibilities: 
(i) the main dause is anchored in the subordinate dause; 
(ii) the subordinate dause is anchored in the main dause; 
(iii) neither is anchored in the other. 

Although in a certain sense' belonging to type (i), sentences containing temporal 
dauses make a group of their own in that the temporal dause plays the role of 
a temporal adverbial with respect to its matrix dause.9 

I shall fust discuss some interesting linking aspects of temporal dauses and 
then go on to illustrate the above mentioned anchoring relations within other 
sentence types. 

2. Relations between matrix and subordinate temporal dause 

Temporal subjunctions explicitly relate the episode(s) or perfect state(s) described 
in the matrix dause to the episode(s) or perfect state(s) described in the subordinate 
temporal dause, the exact nature of that relation being determined by the meaning 
of the subjunction in question. Thus, the temporal dause like a frame adverbial 
serves to locate the episode(s) described in the matrix dause temporally, albeit 
relative to another episode or other episodes and not directly with respect to the 
time axis. In a certain sense, then, one might say that the main dause episode(s) 
or perfect state(s) are anchored in the subordinate dause episode(s) or perfect 
state(s). But the anchoring is part of what is explicitly expressed in the sentence 
and not only inferred from the context. The German temporal subjunctions als and 
wenn, for instance, like Engl. when locate the matrix dause episode(s) or perfect 
state(s) as overlapping· the subordinate dause episode(s) or perfect state(s)1;10 
that is, the relation which these temporal subjunctions explicitly predicate of main 
and subordinate dause episodes is the same as the relation taken to hold between 
an episode and its inferred reference point as defined in 1.3. BevOT 'before' and 
nachdem 'af ter', on the other hand, have the main dause episod(es) completely 
precede and succeed the subordinate dause episode(s), respectively. 

As shown in details by e.g. Herweg (1989), some subjunctions put more or less 
severe restrictions on the so called aspectual nature (the aktionsart) of the con
stituent dauses, especially the subordinate dause, and may accordingly force a 
perfective interpretation upon imperfective dauses, and vice versa (cf. 1.5. above) 
- a matter that I cannot go into here. More interesting in the present context 
are the constraints temporal subjunctions may put on the temporal frame of the 
sentence and, on the whoIe, the importance of a common frame. 

Rohrer observes that "a temporal dause always has the same 'Zeitstufe' (pa, 
pr or fu) and the same temporal perspective as its main dause" (1986: 92). That 
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is, whereas the matrix clause depends on the subordinate clause for a reference 
point (locating a perfect state or an episode), tbe genera! tempora! frame ('Zeit
stufe') encompassing the temporally linked episodes or perfect states is expressed 
by the main clause tense, normally using tbe speech time itself as a primary 
reference point; cf. (7). Here the future tense in the main clause sets the non-dista! 
future as the frame of reference, and the subjunction wenn locates the main clause 
episode as overlapping· - in this case closely foUowing - the subordinate clause 
episode which itself remains unlocated within the reference frame.ll 

(7) Wenn (Sobalá) du zurückkommst, werde ich dir was erzählen 
'When (As soon as) you come back, I'U teU you something.' 

The common frame of reference may be further specified outside tbe complex sen
tence, as in (8)-(10); here tbe adverbia! in the fust sentence detines a tempora! 
frame which is implicitly taken over by the second, complex sentence (i.e. the latter 
is temporally linked to but not anchored in the former, cf. 1.4.). 

(8a) Am 12. April gibt das Philharmonische Orchester ein Bruckner-Konzert. 
Wenn (Sobalá) seine Romantische Symphonie gespielt wird, gehe ich raus/ 
werde ich rausgehen. 
'On April 12th, the Philharmonic Orchester gives/will give a Bruckner 
concert. When (As soon as) bis Romantic symphony is played, I'U go out
side/leave.' 

(8b) Am 12. April gab das Philharmonische Orchester ein Bruckner-Konzert. 
Als (Sobalá) seine Romantische Symphonie gespielt wurde, ging ich raus. 
'On April 12th the Philharmonic Orchester gave a Bruckner concert. When 
(As soon as) his Romantic symphony was played, Ileft.' 

(9a) Am 12. April gibt das Philharmonische Orchester ein Bruckner-Konzert. 
Ich werde rausgehen, bevor seine Romantische Symphonie gespielt wird. 
'On April 12th, the Philharmonic Orchester gives/will give a Bruckner 
concert. I'U leave before bis Romantic symphony is played.' 

(9b) Am 12. April gab das Philharmonische Orchester ein Bruckner-Konzert. 
Ich ging rauslbin rausgegangen, bevor seine Romantische Symphonie gespielt 
wurde. 
'On April 12th, the Philharmonic Orchester gave a Bruckner concert. I 
left before his Romantic symphony was played.' 

(10) Im Winter wurde ein Reihe Konzerte gegeben. Wenn Bruckner gespielt wurde, 
blieb ich weg, sonst bin ich meistens hingegangen. 
'During the winter a series of Bruckner concerts were given. When Bruckner 
was played, 1 stayed away, otherwise 1 used to go.' 

The subjunction itself may constraint tbe possible frames of reference in various 
respect. Als, for instance, demands a frame in tbe past, and furtbermore presupposes 
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that exactly one subordinate clause episode occurs within that time; cf. (8b). Wenn, 
on the other hand, does not constrain the location of the frame directly, but pre
supposes that the frame is big enough to accommodate more than one subordinate 
clause episode or perfect state, as in (10), unless it is located in the future, as 
in (7), (8a). (In Fabricius-Hansen & Sreb0 1983 it is argued that the 'particularizing' 
futurate reading of tempora! wenn shown in (7)-(8a) should probably be considered 
secondary to or derived from the generalizing reading found in (10)). 

(11)-(13) show that complex sentences do not have to be linked to preceding 
sentences for a more restricted tempora! frame: they may on the contrary contain 
a specification of their own, either in the subordinate c1ause as in (11a)-(13a) or 
in the matrix clause as in (11b)-(13b). In (11a), for instance, the underlined adverbia! 
heute abend contained in the wenn-clause obviously specifies a frame for the sub
ordinate and for the main clause episode as weIl; the same holds for the adverbia! 
belonging to the main clause and preceding the subordinate c1ause in (11b); and 
correspondingly for the sentence pairs (12a-b) and (13a-b). 

(11a) Wenn (Sobald) wir heute abend im Zelt sitzen und darauf warten, daB es 
im Topf zu kochen anfängt, werde ich von meinem Verwandten lvitaq 
erzählen. 
'When (As soon as) we this evening sit/are sitting in the tent and wait(ing) 
for the pot to boil, 1'11 teIl about my relative lvitaq.' 

(11b) Heute abend, wenn (sobald) wir im Zelt sitzen und darauf warten, daB es 
imTopf zu kochen anfängt, werde ich von meinem Verwandten lvitaq er
zäblen. 
'This evening, when (as soon as) we sit/are sitting in the tent and wait(ing) 
for the pot to boil, 1'11 teIl about my relative lvitaq.' 

(12a) Als wir gestern abend im Zelt saBen und darauf warteten, daB es im Topf 
zu kochen anfmg, erzäblte ich von meinem Verwandten lvitaq. 
'When we yesterday evening sat/were sitting in the tent and wait(ing) for 
the pot to boil, I told about my relative lvitaq.' 

(12b) Gestern abend, als wir im Zelt saBen und darauf warteten, daB es im Topf 
zu kochen anfing, erzählte ich von meinem Verwandten lvitaq. 
'Yesterday evening. when we sat/were sitting in the tent and wait(ing) 
for the pot to boil, I told about my relative lvitaq.' 

(13a) Die Machtverschiebungen müssen unter verlustreichen Auseinandersetzungen 
wieder rückgängig gemacht werden, wenn später alle GroBmächte über die 
neuen Waffen verfügen. 
'The power deplacements must/wil1 have to be neutralized under serious 
controversies, when later on all super powers have the new weapons at 
their disposa!.' 

(13b) Die Machtverschiebungen müssen später, wenn alle GroBmächte über die 
neuen Waffen verfügen, unter verlustreichen Auseinandersetzungen wieder 
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rückgängig gemacht werden. 
'The power deplacements must!will have to be neutralized under serious 
controversies later on, when all super powers have the new weapons at 
their disposal.' 

There is, however, a rather marked difference between the two alternatives. When 
the frame adverbial occurs within the temporal dause, as in (lla)-(13a), the framing 
of the episode pair belongs to the presupposed or background information, whereas 
the temporal relation between the episodes in question is focused, i.e. part of what 
is actually claimed. When the frame adverbial occurs in the main clause as in 
(llb)-(13b), it is the other way round: It is explicitly claimed that the main dause 
episode falls within the specified frame, whereas its specmc temporal relation to 
the subordinate clause episode figures as a kind of supplementary information, 
somehow comparabie to a non-restrictive relative clause. 

The relationship between temporal clauses with a matrix clause adverbial spe
cifying the frame of reference, on one hand, and relative dauses on the other 
hand is also shown by the fact that, apparently, a frame adverbial contained in 
the main clause must precede the subordinate dause in order to set a common frame; 
otherwise it will - or at least may - be taken to specify a frame for the main 
clause alone; and in that case, the subordinate dause may no longer be interpretable 
as anormal temporal dause. The result will be a more or less odd sentence, as 
in (llc), (12c), unless the subjunction, being inherently ambiguous between temporal 
and non-temporal readings like wenn,12 switches to an non-temporal, e.g. conditional, 
reading as in (13c) vs. (13a, b). 

(llc) ?Wenn (?Soba/á) wir im Zelt sitzen und darauf warten, daB es imTopf zu 
kochen anfängt, werde ich heute abend von meinem Verwandten lvitaq 
erzählen. 
?'When (?As soon as) we sit/ are sitting in the tent and wait(ing) for the 
pot to boil, rll teil about my relative lvitaq this evening.' 

(12c) ?A/s wir im Zelt saBen und darauf warteten, daB es im Topf zu kochen 
anfmg, erzählte ich gestern abend von meinem Verwandten lvitaq. 
?'When we sat! were sitting in the tent and wait(ing) for the pot to boll, 
1 told about my relative lvitaq yesterday evening.' 

(13c) Wenn alle GroBmächte über die neuen Waffen verfügen, müssen die Macht
verschiebungen später unter verlustreichen Auseinandersetzungen wieder 
rückgängig gemacht werden. 
'IJ (*When) all super powers have the new weapons at their disposal, the 
power deplacements must! will have to be neutralized under serious con
troversies later on.' 

Similarly, although nachdem probably should not be considered inherently ambiguous, 
it nevertheless takes on a causal rather than a temporal meaning in (14), where 
the condition of a common temporal frame is not fulfilled (cf. Herweg 1989). The 
reason seems to be that the ordering relation between the subordinate and main 
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c1ause episode which is normally introduced by the subjunction itself, is in this 
case already established indieectly through the tempora! relation between the dif
ferent frames expressed by the tenses and frame adverbials in the respective clauses: 
'yesterday' is anterior to 'tomorrow', and the same relation of course holds for 
the bounded episodes located within those intervals. 

(14) Nachdem du mir (gestern) geholfen hast, werde ich die (morgen) helfen. 
After you helped me (yesterday), I shall help you (tomorrow). 

So we may conc1ude that a tempora! frame common to subordinate and main clause 
is a precondition for a truly and exc1usively tempora! reading of so called tempora! 
subjunctionsp without a common frame, the subjunction cannot link the episodes 
directly. The genera! frame of reference is expressed by the tense of the matrix 
c1ause which the tense of the subordinate clause has to conform with ('consecutio 
temporum'). A more specific frame may be expressed adverbially within the sub
ordinate c1ause, or within the matrix c1ause provided that the adverbia! precedes 
the subordinate clause. Within the common frame of reference the subjunction locates 
the main clause episode(s) or perfect state(s) relative to the subordinate clause 
episode(s) or state(s) in a specific manner which is part of the meaning of the 
subjunction. The subordinate clause episode itself is inherently unlocated, i.e. in
definite, not connected to any specific point(s) within the given frame. 

3. Matrix clause anchoring in a nontempora! subordinate clause 

The episode time of a nontempora! subordinate clause may serve as a reference 
point for its matrix c1ause, i.e. as an eva!uation point for a contextrelative 
(anaphorically used) tempora! adverbia! or non-fmite tense in the main clause or 
as a point of time which the main c1ause episode or perfect state is taken to 
overlap·. Thus the adverbia! von diesem Augenblick an 'from that moment on' in 
(15a) is evaluated with respect to the time of the episode described in the con
ditiona! c1ause ('adverbia! anchoring' according to 1.4.); and in (16a)-(17a) the main 
c1ause episode is taken to overlap· the episode described in the subordinate c1ause 
- the speaker/ Ann probably wi1l leavelhas left the concert while the Romantic 
Symphony is/was being played or maybe announced ('episode anchoring' according 
to 1.4.). 

(15a) Man kann getrost annehmen, daB, falls/wenn Beizmenne diese Frage gèstellt 
hat, von diesem Augenblick · an keinerlei Vertrauen mehr zwischen ihm und 
Katharina entstehen konnte. 
'One may safely assume that if Beizmenne asked that question, there could 
from that moment on be no trust between him and Katharina.' 

(16a) Am 12. April gehe ich in ein Bruckner-Konzert. Aber falls/wenn seine 
Romantische Symphonie gespielt wird, gehe ich wieder raus. 
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'On April 12th I'U go to a Bruckner concert. But ij bis Romantic Symphony 
is played, I'l1leave again.' 

(17a) Am 12. April ist Anna in ein Bruckner-Konzert gegangen. Fallslwenn seine 
Romantische Symphonie gespielt wurde, ist sie sicher wieder rausgegangen. 
'On April 12th Anna went to a Bruckner concert. IJ bis Romantic Symphony 
was played, she probably left again.' 

The specific temporal relation between the two clauses, however, is not part of 
the meaning of the sentence as such, in contradistinction to what is the case with 
temporal clauses. The two clauses are not processed in one turn, as a single sen
tence, so to speak; rather, each clause is processed separately and fully, the main 
clause using the event introduced and located during the processing of the sub
ordinate clause as a temporal anchor in exactly the same way as a simpie, in
dependent sentence may anchor temporally in a preceding simple sentence. In other 
words, the main dause episode or perfect state for pragmatic reasons, as part of 
the interpretation of the whole text, is taken to overlap· the subordinate dause 
event unless the latter is used as a time from wbich to compute the reference of 
a main clause frame adverbial, as in (ISa). (16a) and (17a), for instance, where 
wenn is used conditionally, may be interpreted like (16b) and (17b) , i.e. as if fol
lowed by a temporal dause that corresponds to the conditional dause and links 
the main and subordinate dause episodes explicitly as arguments of the overlap· 
relation. It should however be stressed that the senten ce must not necessarily be 
interpreted in that way; alternatively, the matrix clause may be linked to the pre
ceding independent sentence as falling within the frame denoted by the time ad
verbial, but without being related temporally to the subordinate dause episode: 
Anna may in fact have left as soon as she saw the program, before the concert 
even began. 

(16b) Am 12. April gehe ich in ein Bruckner-Konzert. Aber Jallslwenn seine 
Romantische Symphonie ges pielt wird, gehe ich wieder raus, wenn sie ges pielt 
wird. 
'On April 12th 1'11 go to a Bruckner concert. But ij bis Romantic Symphony 
is played, I'l1leave again when it is played.' 

(17b) Am 12. April ist Anna in ein Bruckner-Konzert gegangen. FallsfWenn seine 
Romantische Symphonie gespielt wurde, ist sie sicher wieder rausgegangen, 
als sie ges pielt wurde. 
'On April 12th Anna went to a Bruckner concert. IJ bis Romantic Symphony 
was played, she probably left again when it was played.' 

The assumed anchoring relation between the two clauses (16a)-(17a) reminds strongly 
of nontemporal anaphoric linking between main and subordinate dause in complex 
sentences; cf. (18a) and the coreference between seine Romantische Symphonie and 
sie 'it' in (16a)-(17a). 
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(18a) FallsIWenn/Da Annaj nicht antwortet, ist ~ nicht zu Hause. 
'If /When/As Annélï doesn't answer, shej isn't at home.' 

And the question naturally arises whether the matrix dause allows temporal 
anchoring in a subordinate dause which it precedes rather than follows; i.e., to 
what extent does temporal anchoring obey the binding condition violated in (18b) 
that an anaphor (a pronoun) cannot be coreferential with a noun phrase which 
it precedes and c-commands (Grewendorf 1988: 129 ff.)? 

(18b) ·Siej ist nicht zu Hause, falls/wenD/weil Annaj nicht antwortet. 
·'Shej isn't at home iflwhen/as Annaj doesn't answer.' 

In this respect, adverbial anchoring seems to behave like normal anaphoric anchoring, 
as might be expected: in diesem Augenblick in (15b) can hardly be anchored directly 
in the subordinate conditional dause event although the two dauses might very 
well have a common anchor in the precedent text. 

(15b) Man kann getrost annehmen, daB von diesem Augenblick an keinerlei Ver
trauen mehr zwischen Beizmenne und Katharina entstehen konnte, wenn 
er diese Frage gestellt hat. 
'One may safely assume that from that moment on there could be no trust 
between Beizmenne and Katharina, if he did ask that question.' 

Corresponding restrictions seem to hold for tense and adverbial anchoring in relative 
dauses as observed by Dederck (1990: lOS), who states that "the situation-TO [Time 
of Orientation] of a relative dause" may bind "the situation-TO of the matrix (rather 
than the other way round) ... only if the relative dause precedes the matrix". Thus, 
the (past) perfect and the underlined adverbial of the matrix in (19a) are both 
evaluated with respect to the episode time of the subordinate relative dause; but 
according to Dederck, (19b) does not allow a corresponding interpretation. 

(19a) The copy that was destroyed today had only been made a coupie of hours 
earlier. 

(19b) A copy had been made a couple of hours earlier which was destroyed today. 

Implicit episode anchoring, on the other hand, might seem to work quite well even 
if the linear ordering of subordinate and main dause is changed, as shown in 
(16c)-(17c). At least, the two texts hardly differ from the correponding (b)-examples 
with respect to their possible temporal interpretation. But then again, even the 
latter allow for the main dause epsiode to remain unachored within the given frame. 

(16c) Am 12. April gehe ich in ein Bruckner-Konzert. Ich gehe aber wieder raus, 
wennlfa//s seine Romantische Symphonie gespielt wird. 
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(17c) Am 12. April ist Anna in ein Bruckner-Konzert gegangen. Sie ist sicher 
wieder rausgegangen, wenn/falls seine Romantische Symphonie gespielt wurde. 
'On April 12th 1'11 go to a Bruckner concert. She probably left again if 
his Romantic Symphony was played.' 

The main clause episode of (20b), on the other hand, does not take the relative 
clause episode as its reference point, i.e. is not interpreted as overlapping· that 
episode, as easily or automatically as is the case with (lOa); (lOb) in fact seems 
rather odd. 

(20a) Meine Schwester, die gestem nach längerer Abwesenheit zurückkehrte, 
war sehr krank und wurde ins Krankenhaus gebracht. 
'My sister, who retumed yesterday after having been away for a long time, 
was very ill and was brought to the hospital.' 

(20b) Meine Schwester war sehr krank und wurde ins Krankenhaus gebracht, 
die gestem nach längerer Abwesenheit zurückkehrte. 
'My sister was very ill and was brought to the hospital, who returned 
yesterday after having been away for a long time.' 

In (21) and (22) it is rather difficult to decide which episode is anchored in which 
- if there is any anchoring relation at all - and whether the linear ordering of 
the clauses makes any difference in this respect. 

(21a) Obwohl Carina sie davon abzuhalten versuchte, verlieB Anna wütend die 
Party. 
'Although Carina tried to dissuade her, Anna furiously left the party.' 

(21a) Anna verlieS wütend die Party, obwohl Carina sie davon abzuhalten ver
suchte. 
'Anna furiously left the party, although Carina tried to dissuade her,' 

(22a) Wenn/FallS du im Wochenende wegfährst, bekommst du 100 Mark. 
'If you go away in the week-end, you'l1 get 100 Mark.' 

(22b) Du bekommst 100 Mark, wennJfalls du im Wochenende wegfährst. 
'You'l1 get 100 Mark ifyou go away in the week-end.' 

We may conclude, then, that tense and adverbial anchoring in a nontemporal sub
ordinate clause seem to demand that the subordinate clause precedes the part of 
the matrix clause that contains the tense and/or adverbial to be anchored; in that 
respect, temporal anchoring within complex sentences containing a nontemporal 
subordinate clause would seem to obey the general binding conditions holding for 
anaphors in complex sentences: the 'binder' of an anaphor may not occur in a 
position where it is preceded and c-commanded by the anaphor. Consequently, this 
anchoring pattem must be expected to occur only rarely with subordinate clause 
types that normally succeed their matrix clause, as e.g. complement clauses (cf. 
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Declerck 1990: 105), but to be more frequent with subordinate clause types like 
conditionals (in a broad sense) which very often precede their matrix clause. 

As for episode anchoring, it seems to be allowed when tense and adverbial 
anchoring is allowed; but it is not quite clear whether it is also constrained in 
the same way or whether the matrix clause episode may in fact anchor in the 
episode of a following nontemporal subordinate clause. In the above mentioned 
(b)-sentences - and even in some of the (a)-cases - other interpretations seem 
possible too; and the different kinds of subordinate clauses may differ in this 
respect. The uncertainty obviously has to do with the implicit and very pragmatic 
nature of episode anchoring. At any rate, however, episode anchoring in a non
temporal subordinate clause apparently presupposes a temporal frame of reference 
common to subordinate and matrix clause, just like the temporal linking of the 
main clause and a subordinate temporal clause. Finally, it should be stressed that 
if episode anchoring could be shown to occur under conditions where adverbial 
anchoring is impossible, it defmitely should not be subsumed under 'normal' anaphora. 

4. Subordinate clause anchoring in the matrix clause 

This kind of anchoring is typically found in complement and relative clauses (cf. 
Rohrer 1986), as illustrated in (23)-(25): 

(23) Vielleicht hatte der Intematsleiter auch erfahren, dofJ ich neulich für eine 
ganze Markt Warschauer Brotgekauft hatte. 
'Perhaps the director of the boarding school had found out that I a short 
while ago had bought Warsaw bread for a whole mark.' 

(24) Ich werde den Bescheid dem geben, der neben mir steht und der ihn sofort 
weitergeben wird/weitergibt. 
'I shall pass the message to him who is standinglwill be standing beside 
me and who immediately will pass it on.' 

(25) Eines Tages spürten wir, dafJ wir eine Stelle erreicht halten, wo das Meer 
sehr tief war, tiefer als anderswo. 
One day we feIt that we had reached a place where the sea was very deep, 
deeper than at other places. 

The underlined adverbs in (23) and (24) - and the perfect tense in the complement 
clause of (23) - will be 'counted' from the event time of the matrix clause; the 
state described in the fITst relative clause of (24) cao be understood as overlapping 
the future main clause event, i.e. as 'who at that time will be standing beside me', 
but also allows anchoring in the speech time itself, i.e. 'who is 1!mY. standing beside 
me'; and in (25), the perfect state described in the complement clause (the dafJ
clause) must be taken to overlap the episode time of the main clause, i.e. the time 
of perceiving; that is, the perfect tense is evaluated with respect to the time of 
perceiving and thus locates the event of reaching the place in question before that time; 
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and the relative dause again is anchored in its own matrix dause, describing 
a state overlapping the reaching-event (at least); cf. Fig. 2. 

Figure 2. 

eines Tages 
el wir spüren daB ... 
p 
~ 
e3 

eine Stelle erreicht haben wo ... 
eine Stelle erreichen wo ... 
das Meer sehr tief sein 

In (23) and (25) - and maybe also in (24) - the anchor is what Kamp and Rohrerl4 

caU the temporal perspective point, i.e. the time from which the episodes in question 
are 'seen' in the sense in which the described episodes are 'seen' from the speech 
time in utterances that take the actual speech time as primary reference point. 
This kind of anchoring is very characteristic of so called indirect discourse in a 
very broad sense, i.e. subordinate dauses embedded directly or indirectly under 
utterance verbs, perception verbs, and verbs expressing propositional attitudes of 
any kind; in other words: verbs that presuppose a speaking, perceiving, thinking 
etc. subject, thus creating a kind of secondary origo or deictic center. The literature 
on tense in indirect dis course is rather extensive, so I shall not expand further 
on that topic.15 It should, however, be noticed that subordinate dause anchoring 
in the matrix dause is by no means confmed to complement and relative dauses. 
Thus, in (26)-(28) the matrix dause episode or frame of reference serves as the 
reference point of the nontemporal adverbial dause (adverbial, tense and episode 
anchoring, respectively).16 And as might be expected, this kind of anchoring is 
possible whether the matrix dause precedes the subordinate dause or the other 
way round. In any case, the normal structural conditions for anaphorical binding 
are fulfilled (cf. 3.). 

(26a) Anna muG um fünf Uhr nach Hause, da wir ein paar Stunden später in 
Urlaub fahren. 
'Anna has to come home at five o'dock because we (will) leave for our 
holiday a couple of hours later.' 

(26b) Da wir ein paar Stunden später in Urlaub fahren, muG Anna urn fünf Uhr 
nach Hause. 
'Because we (will) leave for our holiday a couple of hours later, Anna has 
to come home at five o'dock.' 

(27a) Heute wurde Anna schon urn sechs Uhr wach, obwohl sie schlecht geschlafen 
hatte. 
'This morning Anna woke up at six o'dock although she had not slept 
weil.' 
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(27b) Obwohl sie schlecht geschlafen hatte, wurde Anna heute morgen schon 
um sechs Uhr wach. 
'Although she had not slept weIl, Anna woke up at six o'clock this morning.' 

(28a) Ich werde heute abend kochen,jalls ich zu Hause bin. 
'1'11 cook this evening if I'm home.' 

(28b) Falls ich zu Hause bin, werde ich heute abend kochen. 
'Ifl'm home, 1'11 cook this evening.' 

Conversely, complement and relative clauses, even in apparently indirect discourse, 
may very weIl anchor outside the main clause, whether they take the primary speech 
time or an event introduced in the previous discourse as their reference point. 
Thus, in (29) the tenses and a time adverbial of the subordinate (complement or 
relative) clause are anchored in the speech time, i.e. used deictica1ly. 

(29) Meine Frau erzählte mir neulich, daJ3 du (vor einem halben Jahr) wieder 
geheiratet hast, und zwar jemanden, der vierzehn Jahre jünger ist als duo 
'My wife told me some time ago that you (have) married again (six months 
~ and [that you (have) married] someone who is fourteen years younger 
than yourself. ' 

And (30) - from Rohrer (1986) and translated by Declerck (1990: 106) - illustrates 
the possibility of anchoring a complement clause in a preceding independent sentence. 
Evidently, the episodes described in the last sentence - 'be tired' and 'take a 
sleeping pill' - must be taken to overlap and precede the time of Albertine's arrival, 
respectively, i.e. the episode mentioned in the fust sentence of the text. 

(30) Albertine arrived at the hotel towards midnight. Marcel was not yet asleep, 
but he did not feel like seeing her. When, the next morning, Albertine 
wanted to know why he had not opened the door he said that he was tired 
and that he had taken a sleeping pill which was going to work within five 
minutes. 

These two examples at the same time illustrate the last type of matrix clause -
subordinate clause relation mentioned above (1.6.), viz. the mutual independence 
of the clauses as regards their temporal interpretation. 

5. Temporal independence between main and subordinate clause 

There is no need to go into details as regards the absence of anchoring relations 
between the two clauses. As illustrated in (29)-(30), it is compatible with complement 
and relative clauses although indirect discourse will be allowed to anchor outside 
the reported event only under very specific conditionsP On the whoIe, mutually 
independent clauses may be expected to occur more or most frequently in e.g. causal, 
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concessive, and conditional constructions like (31)-(33) in which so-called consecutio 
temporum cannot be found to hold.18 

(31) Falls/Wenn wir heute abend im Zelt sitzen und darauf warten, daB es im 
Topf zu kochen anfängt, dann werde ich vielleicht in ein paar Tagen von 
meinem Verwandten lvitaq erzählen. 
'IJ we sit/are sitting in the tent this evening and wait(ing) for the pot 
to boil, then I shall perhaps tell about my relative lvitaq in a couple of 
days.' 

(32) Er ist ausgezeichnet worden, weil er schon in jungen Jahren Hervorragendes 
geleistet hat. 
'He has been rewarded because he distinguished himself in his youth.' 

(33) Auch Herr Meier war gestern anwesend, obwohl er eigentlich sehr ungesellig 
ist. 
'Even Mr. Meier was there yesterday although he is in fact rather unsocial.' 

6. Summary and fin al remarks 

The main questions discussed above may be summarized as follows: 
- How ean a specific frame of referenee eommon to the main and the subordinate 
clause be expressed within the complex sentence itself? 
- When does a relative tense or time adverbial in one dause demand or allow 
anchoring in the episode time of the other clause, i.e. being evaluated with respect 
to that time? 
- When may the episode described in one dause use the episode of the other clause 
as its reference point, i.e. be taken to overlap· this episode? 

I have not tried to answer these questions exhaustively. In order to do that, one 
would have to go systematically through a series of adequate test cases varying 
with respect to 
- subordinate clause type; 
- linear ordering of matrix and subordinate dause; 
- occurrence of a frame adverbial in one or the other dause; 
- occurrence of a contextrelative adverbial in one or the other clause; 
- occurrence of a relative tense in one or the other dause. 
And this again would demand a more comprehensive empirical investigation than 
I have had the opportunity to conduct in this field. Thus the observations presented 
above and summarized below should be understood as hypotheses and suggestions 
for nuther research rather than as conclusive results. 

In order for the episodes described in a subordinate dause and its matrix to 
enter into a direct temporal relation, whether explicitly or implicitly, they must 
be located within the same temporal frame of reference, which is expressed by 
finite tenses in possible cooperation with eertain time adverbials ('frame adverbials'). 
That is, if the two clauses have nonoverlapping frames of reference of their own, 
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the episodes in question cannot be linked to each other temporally in any direct 
way. 

As regards complex sentences containing a subordinate temporal clause, we 
have seen that 
- the matrix or subordinate clause episodes (or perfect states) are temporally linked 
to each other explicitly, the relation holding between them being denoted by the 
subjunction itself and thus varying according the the meaning of the subjunction; 
- a specific frame of reference common to both clauses may be expressed by an 
adverbial in the subordinate clause, even if it follows rather than precedes the 
matrix clause; or by an adverbial contained in the matrix clause, provided that 
it precedes the subordinate clause (like the antecedent of a relative dause). 

For complex sentences containing a nontemporal adverbia!, e.g. a conditional 
or causal dause, we have found that a matrix clause adverbial may be taken to 
denote a common frame regardless of the linear ordering of the two dauses. But 
it must not necessarily be interpreted as such, because the clause episodes do not 
in principle demand a common frame. The location of the matrix episode may belong 
exclusively to the second argument, i.e. the consequence of the - conditional, causal 
etc. - relations expressed by the subjunction. Likewise, a subordinate clause adverbial 
may be interpreted as a common frame, but not necessarily so: the location it 
expresses may be part of the flrst argument, the cause or condition argument, of 
the relation denoted by the subjunction. In fact, it seems to depend very much 
on the subjunction itself and the nature of the episodes involved whether the broad 
or narrow scope interpretation of a frame adverbial in either clause will be pre
ferred. At any rate, however, the former is ruled out if the general frames of 
reference expressed by the tenses in the two clauses do not overlap. 

Contextrelative adverbials in nontemporal adverbial clauses may anchor in a 
preceding or a following matrix clause, whereas matrix clause adverbials cao only 
anchor in a preceding subordinate clause. In this respect, then, anchoring of time 
adverbials corresponds to normal anaphoric binding. And it differs from the ap
parently more pragmatic linking of episodes by way of a common specific frame 
of reference which seems to be possible even if the matrix clause precedes the 
subordinate clause containing the relevant frame adverbial (cf. above). 

Episode anchoring within complex sentences, by which an 'unframed' episode 
of one clause is taken to overlap· the episode described in the other clause, is 
also of a rather implicit, delusive nature. At least, it cannot conclusively be shown 
to obey similar structural constraints as adverbial or tense anchoring. 

As for complement and relative dauses, the questions raised above have been 
touched upon too lightly (mainly in 4.) to need summarizing. 

Notes 

• 

1. 
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paper. 
Bounded episodes are conceived of as having a deftnite beginning and/or 
a defmite end, i.e. they involve a deftnite change of state in the sense of 
Dowty (1979: 163 ff.). 



2. Cf. e.g. Fabricius-Hansen (1986: Chap. lIl), Smith (1980: 360). 
3. An interval lies distally before/after some other interval iff the two intervaIs 

neither overlap nor border on each other; cf. Löbner (1988). 
4. Cf. Fabricius-Hansen (1986: Chap. II. 4.2), Ballweg (1988: Chap. 2.2.5). One 

may view the frame of reference as a set of time intervals (rather than 
points) one of which has to be the time of the episode described. In th at 
case, the present tense, when used deictically, defmes a frame of reference 
whose members all overlap each other, viz. the set of time intervals including 
the time of speech. The frames of reference established by the future and 
the past tense, however, will contain nonoverlapping intervaIs inasmuch as 
they consist of all subintervals of the intervaIs following and preceding the 
speech time, respectively. 

5. For details see Fabricius-Hansen (1986), Ballweg (1988). 
6. Thus defined, the overlapping· relation seems to correspond to the relation 

Declerck calls sloppy simultaneity: "It appears, then, that the tense forms 
expressing simultaneity can be used in cases where there is 'sloppy' rather 
than strict simultaneity. In these cases the speaker disregards the fact that 
the two situations do not really overlap but concentrates on the fact that 
they follow each other closely and that there is some logical relation between 
them. The use of a tense form expressing simultaneity then means that the 
speaker treats the twO situations as belonging to the same 'occasion' and 
hence as falling within the same time interval." (Declerck 1990: 28) 

7. I use the terms 'imperfective' and 'perfective' for the aktionsarten (aspects) 
often called atelic and telic, respectively; imperfective sentences denote 
unbounded episodes unless the context makes a reinterpretation necessary, 
and conversely for perfective sentences; cf. Fabricius-Hansen 1986: Chap. 
IV. 4. and V.). 

8. Cf. the interpretation principles described by Fabricius-Hansen (1986: 362 
ff.), Declerck (1990: 85 ff.). 

9. Cf. Fabricius-Hansen & Sreb0 (1983), Ballweg (1988: 166 ff.), Rohrer (1986). 
10. Cf. Fabricius-Hansen & Sreb0 (1983). 
11. The sentence thus has the following truth conditions (in its non-iterative 

reading): (a) There is an interval T beginning with the speech time which 
contains exactly one time t such th at 'you' come at t; (b) for any t' identical 
to t there is a time t" overlapping· t' such that 'I' teIl 'you' something at 
t". Here, (a) is probably a presupposition. 

12. Cf. Fabricius-Hansen & Sreb0 (1983), Metchkowa-Atanassowa (1983). 
13. Similarly Declerck (1990: 96). 
14. Rohrer (1985), Kamp & Rohrer (1983). 
15. Cf. for instance Coulmas (1986); for German aIso Fabricius-Hansen (1989), 

Pütz (1989). 
16. It should, however, be stressed that the anchor of indirect discourse seems 

to have a different standing from the main clause anchor of adverbial clauses 
like (26a)-(28b). This is seen from the fact that in many languages (e.g. 
Russian), the anchor of subordinate indirect discourse takes over the function 
of the primary time of reference, viz. the speech time, causing tense marking 
as in direct discourse, whereas in non-indirect subordinate clauses such 
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switching is not allowed. German, in this respects, behaves facultatively like 
Russian, cf. Fabricius-Hansen (1989). 

17. Cf. Fabricius-Hansen (1989). 
18. Cf. Gelhaus (1974), Rohrer (1986). 
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